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Note: Citations are based on reference standards. However, formatting rules can vary widely between applications and
fields of interest or study. The specific requirements or preferences of your reviewing publisher, classroom teacher,
institution or organization should be applied.

Bornâ€” June 15, , Cottonville. Marriedâ€” Wanda Hyde, December 7, Educationâ€” University of North
Alabama, B. Served in the U. Army, ; taught in the public schools of Orlando, Fla. House of Representatives,
86th Congress, ; taught at Rutgers University, ; taught at the University of Kentucky after After , Associate
Dean for Teacher Education and director of the overseas student teaching program. Orange Study of
Curriculum and School Buildings. Educational administrator; University professor. Bornâ€” September 18, ,
Birmingham. Educationâ€” Birmingham Southern College, B. Taught at the University of South Alabama, ;
employed by the Alabama Commission on Higher Education as research associate, , associate director of
academic affairs, ; assistant to the chancellor of the University of Alabama System after Directory of
American Scholars, History 7th ed. Dixicrats and Democrats; Alabama Politics. Bornâ€” April 17, , Gadsden.
Marriedâ€” Mabel Thornton, July 20, High school coach, ; chief of a review and analysis group at Redstone
Arsenal, ; curator of museums at Noccalula Falls in Gadsden after Died February 9, Man on a Mountain. A
History of Etowah County. Methodist clergyman; teacher; college professor. Bornâ€” August 29, , Opelika.
Marriedâ€” Lucie Rebecca Browder, December 29, Educationâ€” Southern University in Greensboro, Ala.
During World War I served as Y. Served as pastor in the Norcross Circuit, Ga. Died December 13, Andrew
Sledd â€” His Life and Work. Nashville; National Methodist Student Movement, New York; Association
Press, The New Testament, its Making and Meaning. Paul Becomes a Literary Influence. Chicago; University
of Chicago Press, Understanding the Parables of Our Lord. Nashville; Cokesbury Press, Bornâ€” September
27, , Citronelle. Barnett, August 31, Educationâ€” public schools of Citronelle; Huffstetler Business College.
Nominated Woman of the Year in Citronelle, Died June 12, Cora Chastang Barnett, Citronelle, Ala. Bornâ€”
September 14, , Mobile. Marriedâ€” Mary Bacon, October 31, Educationâ€” University of Missouri, Bachelor
of Journalism, Founded Barney and Patrick Advertising Agency in and worked there until Awarded the
Silver Medal of the Advertising Federation, Died October 23, Howard Barney, Mobile, Ala. Bornâ€”
February 11, , Macon, Ga. Marriedâ€” Jo Ann Weeks. Taught at the University of South Carolina, ; Columbia
College, writer-in-residence after London; Colin Smythe, The Book of the Romes. The Dungeon below
Bling-bling High. Simon and Schuster, Educationâ€” University of Alabama, B. Read law with Attorney
Harvey Ellis in Tuscaloosa; admitted to the bar in Served in the Mexican War; rose to the rank of lieutenant
colonel. Published humorous stories based on daily life in Alabama in the New York weekly newspaper Spirit
of the Times. Campaigned for a Congressional seat in , but withdrew from the race to prevent a party split.
Sources; Beidler, Philip D. The Art of Fiction in the Heart of Dixie: An Anthology of Alabama Writers.
University of Alabama Press, The Humor of John Gorman Barr. Publications; Rowdy Tales from Early
Alabama: Educationâ€” attended the University of Alabama at Birmingham. Sources; Publications; Big Play:
His Life and Many Legends. Poet; teacher of creative writing. Bornâ€” June 21, , Attalla; moved to
Pittsburgh,Pa as a child. Parentsâ€”Aaron and Dorthera Hedrick Barrax. Marriedâ€”Geneva Catherine Lucy,
Educationâ€” Duquesne University, B. Editor of Obsidian, a journal of African-American poetry and
criticism, Published in many journals and anthologies. Awarded status of professor emeritus on his retirement
at NC State, Another Kind of Rain. Pittsburgh; University of Pittsburgh Press, An Audience of One. Death of
Animals and Lesser Gods. University of Kentucky Press, From a Person Sitting in Darkness: New and
Selected Poems. Louisiana State University Press, Leaning on the Sun; Poems. Reporter, correspondent;
journalism educator. Bornâ€” July 3, , Birmingham. Marriedâ€” Mason Daniel, November 25, Educationâ€”
Princeton University, A. Began his career in as a reporter for the Birmingham Age-Herald, which his father
had owned. Helped set up the overseas division of the U. Truth is Our Weapon. Bornâ€” March 2, ,
Birmingham. Marriedâ€” Betsy Joan Mason, July 23, Taught at the University of Alabama; played in several
symphony orchestras; principal violinist for the Birmingham Symphony, ; lecturer and performer at several
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meetings of the National Convention of Music Teachers. Died November 15, Linguist and literary scholar;
University professor of Romance languages; diplomat. Bornâ€” September 1, , Lanett.
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Chapter 2 : in poetry - Wikipedia
Going On, Peter Reading, Publisher: Bloodaxe (included in Collected Poems 2: Poems ) "What he [Peter Reading]
uniquely had was an obsessive craftsmanship, at ease with every kind of verse-form, matched with a macabre, bizarre
sense of humour.

Ruth Stone Ruth Stone: She was 87 when she received the National Book Award for her collection In the Next
Galaxy, and was still writing extraordinary poetry well into her 90s. Her acclaimed retrospective, What Love
Comes To: A greatly loved teacher, she was still working into her 80s. What Love Comes To opens up her
own particular world of serious laughter; of uncertainty and insight; of mystery and acceptance. They are
understandable, often with a very clear surface, but not simple â€” their intelligence is crackling and
complexâ€¦ She is a poet of great humor â€” mockery even â€” and a bold eye, not obedient. There is also
disrespect in her poems, a taken freedom, that feels to me like a strength of the disenfranchised. When we hear
a Stone first line, it is as if we have been hearing this voice in our head all day, and just now the words become
audible. She is a seer, easily speaking clear truths somehow unmentioned until nowâ€¦ She has a tragic
deadpan humor: Photo by Paul O. Boisvert, Ruth Stone: Poems through a life My mother read poetry aloud
when she was nursing me. She loved Tennyson deeply. She taught me all those poems by heart, so by the time
I was two I knew many poems. What I absorbed from her was both a cadence of language and a music of
poetry and patterns. Later on, when I was able, I wrote all these patterns of English poetry. Women who love
to write poetry are the hagfish of the world. We eat the language. And then the poem would write itself. The
thing knew itself already. My father was a musician and played the drums all the time, so I learned a lot of
rhythms just through my ear. Rhyme is automatic with me. I use a lot of internal rhyme. When I was younger
there was a kind of singing in all my poetry, but after Walter died, that younger singing was subdued, not
harsh enough. Of course I still have a lot of inner rhyme. But I needed to find a different way to write.
Experience and suffering altered me. Having to endure and be strong for my daughters altered me. And also
the past kept intervening, and then it was as though there was no present, but only the past. And that kept
going for a long long time. Gilbert and Mary Ann Wehler. There are some poets who, when they read, leave at
the end of each poem a little silence to be filled by the sighs of the audience as it recoils from so much wisdom
in such an exquisite package. Ruth was not one of them. I think we all felt her need to unburden herself of an
enormous weight of language and imagery. Now she is there forever. This is a shocking state of affairs. Her
poetry is profound and beautiful. It will alter the way you consider the art. What Love Comes To: New and
Selected Poems is, for me, the most captivating discovery of the last few decades. Ruth Stone is a true US
original. Now aged 93 and almost blind, she is still writing poetry of extraordinary variety and radiance fierce feminist and political poems and hilarious send-ups, meditations on ageing, love and loss.
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Chapter 3 : Peter Reading | Penny's poetry pages Wiki | FANDOM powered by Wikia
Peter Reading () Peter Reading reads extracts from his book-length sequences Going On (), Evagatory () and (), the first
two of these from his Collected Poems: 2 ().

He was educated at Monkton Combe School in Bath. He commented that this "confirmed his natural
pacificism". I quit journalism in the mid-Sixties and since then have been a free-falling poet, playwright and
writer of stories. Satire was his speciality. Commissioned to write a poem about Prince Charles and his special
relationship as Prince of Wales with the people of Wales, his measured response was short and to the point:
My brain socialist My eyes pacifist My blood revolutionary [11] Mitchell was in the habit of stipulating in any
preface to his collections: I was run over by the truth one day. As Mitchell delivered his lines from the
pavement in front of the National Gallery , angry demonstrators in the square below scuffled with police. He
was later responsible for the well-respected stage adaptation of The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe , a
production of the Royal Shakespeare Company that premiered in November Over the years he updated the
poem to take into account recent events. Fellow writers could be effusive in their tributes. John Berger said
that, "Against the present British state he opposes a kind of revolutionary populism , bawdiness , wit and the
tenderness sometimes to be found between animals. For two months he had been suffering from pneumonia.
He intended it as a Christmas gift to "all the friends, family and animals he loved". He did this through his
poetry, his plays, his song lyrics and his own performances. Through this huge body of work, he was able to
raise the spirits of his audiences, in turn exciting, inspiring, saddening and enthusing them He has sung,
chanted, whispered and shouted his poems in every kind of place imaginable, urging us to love our lives, love
our minds and bodies and to fight against tyranny , oppression and exploitation. He also has two sons and a
daughter from his previous marriage to Maureen Bush: Briony, Alistair and Danny. There are nine
grandchildren:
Chapter 4 : Adrian Mitchell (Author of Nobody Rides the Unicorn)
Blue Coffee: Poems [Adrian Mitchell] on blog.quintoapp.com *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. Ever since Out Loud
in , Adrian Mitchell has been one of Europe's bestselling poets.

Chapter 5 : BLOODAXE BLOGS: Peter Reading ()
Peter Reading () was born in Liverpool. After studying painting at Liverpool College of Art, he worked as a schoolteacher
in Liverpool () and at Liverpool College of Art, where he taught Art History ().

Chapter 6 : blog.quintoapp.com | Adrian Mitchell
Blue Coffee has 16 ratings and 1 review. Kawsor said: This book contains a collection of short poems by Adrian Mitchell.
However, for this review I want.

Chapter 7 : in poetry | Revolvy
Leslie Norris collection of poems and short story by John Ormond. Dates: approximately Contains poems and a short
story written by the Welsh poet John Ormond which were collected by Norris.

Chapter 8 : Peter Reading | Bloodaxe Books
Peter Reading reads extracts from two book-length sequences, Going On and Evagatory, from his Collected Poems: 2 []
(Bloodaxe Books, ). This film is from the DVD-book In Person: 30 Poets filmed by Pamela Robertson-Pearce, edited by
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Neil Astley.

Chapter 9 : Project MUSE - Introduction: Homer; Analysis and Influence
April - National Poetry Month established by the Academy of American Poets as a way to increase awareness and
appreciation of poetry in the United States. Summer/Autumn - Ledbury Poetry Festival established in England.
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